SAT 27 AUG BOARD MEETING MINUTES
APOLOGIES FROM SUNGJAE, DARLENE, JAMES
MEETING START 5:28
Nick: just found out issue’s happened before
- Digital ocean, july 23 21, 16 jan 2020, march 2020 -> issue happened but was somehow
resolved
- Digital ocean has backups of website
- Could potentially make new website and restore from backup.
- Can’t access admin email
- Hard to contact wordpress support: account isn’t linked to site.
- Strategy to be: to restore backup onto new website.
-

Alex: editors:
- Some type of website to publish on
- If we can try backup site that would be the best option
- However - create an interim website to host to publish student politics
information.
- Nick: Is there minimum things needed for the interim website?
- Answer: just a place to link to facebook posts.
- Since we have the Anuobserver.org, we can use that domain for the
interim.
- Nothing heard from Hailey.

Nick
Basic website up by the end of tomorrow (Sunday EOD)
Alex:
-

Flagging putting up ads for the web team.

Nick: far fetched but if want to pay professional for site design if we get a nice new site
- Nick has mate who has website company -> ask for ballpark est. -> pay for development
but we’ll control site and development and content -> for discussion once est quote
given.
- Nick getting in touch with digital ocean team if feasible to upload backups of website,
should be hearing response soon
- Alex: will be uploading all old articles manually
- Nick: can’t access admin console of wordpress -> can’t cancel subscription -> will deal
with later
- Nick: do big inventory make sure all accounts are accessible
- Nick to ask Angus about Wordpress payment -> we don’t pay for wordpress -> it is
software from wordpress loaded into digital ocean

CLOSED at 5:52pm

